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INTRODUCTION

Fissile and high-level radioactive wastes are currently

transported over long distances by truck and by rail

transportation systems. The primary form of fissile material is

spent reactor fuel. Transportation operations within DOE are

controlled through the Transportation Operations and Management

System1. DOE projected increases in the rate of shipments have

generated concern by railroad companies that railroad workers may

be exposed to levels of radiation sufficiently high that a

radiation protection program may need to be implemented2. It is

the policy of DOE to address such concerns in a timely manner3-

In order to address railroad company concerns, the Health and

Safety Research Division at Oak Ridge National Laboratory has

estimated doses to railroad workers for two exposure scenarios

that were constructed using worker activity data obtained from
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CSX Transportation4 for crew and maintenance workers. This

characterization of railroad worker activity patterns includes a

quantitative evaluation of the duration and rate of exposure.

These duration and exposure rate values were evaluated using each

of three exposure rate vs. distance models to generate exposure

estimates.

METHODOLOGY

Three models were constructed to predict the relative radiation

exposure rate as a function of distance. These models were: (1)

a point source model, scaled for the edge of the cask at the edge

of the vehicle (a simple reference, but possible worst case

location, since casks are usually fixed in the center of the

car); (2) a point source model, scaled for the cask centered on

the vehicle and the edge of the cask at the position of TMI

shipment casks; and (3) a line source model, scaled for the edge

of the cask at the position of TMI shipment casks. Results from

these scaling models were calibrated to measured or regulatory

exposure rates at a distance of 2 m from the cask using: (1)

measured radiological survey gamma radiation exposure data from

Three Mile Island cask shipments; (2) measured gamma and neutron

exposure data for the Castor-V/21 cask^; and (3) maximum

permissible exposure rates based on legal limit shipments as

defined by DOT exclusive use vehicle exposure standards and

stated in regulation 49 CFR 173.441.



Simulations of railroad worker doses were performed using these

scaled exposure models for the crew and maintenance worker

exposure scenarios. The approach taken for these calculations

was to predict the exposure rate at various distances based on

the models described above, to multiply these rates by the

duration of exposures for at-risk individuals, and to sum these

incremental exposures for each individual worker for either a

100-mile segment of a trip (crew member) or for a complex repair

job (maintenance worker) .

RESULTS

The maximum individual doses for the shipments and scenarios

considered in this report and based on a line source model,

together with dose limits expressed in regulation 10 CFR 20 and

DOE dose limits based on publications by the International

Commission on Radiological Protection6'7 (ICRP 1977 and ICRP

1978), are summarized in Table 1.



Table l. Summary of calculated maximum individual dose values

(legal limit and Castor V/21 models) and selected regulatory dose

limit values.

DOE annual dose limit to public (< 5 y)

DOE annual dose limit to public (lifetime)

10 CFR 20 annual dose limit to public

10 CFR 20 annual reportable dose limit to public

Scaling to legal limit values:

Calculated max. crew dose per trip segment

Calculated max. repair personnel dose per repair

(no shielding by railcar floor)

(with shielding by rail car floor)

Scaling to Castor V/21 (gamma exposure rate) values:

Calculated max. repair personnel dose per repair

(no shielding by railcar floor) 0.28 mSv

(with shielding by rail car floor) 0.17 mSv
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DISCUSSION

Results obtained in this study indicate the greatest doses

associated with incident-free railroad transportation will

probably accrue to repair personnel. Whereas these simulations

do not indicate that exposures will exceed the regulatory limit

for a single shipment, repair workers who perform extended



maintenance on legal limit shipments may receive exposures that

approach the limit. A 4-hour work period is assumed in the CSXT

Car Repair Scenario, and this is probably an upper limit for a

single worker. The probability is low that the worst case

scenario assumed here would be encountered for a given car

repair. Futhermore, exposure measurement records for all TMI

shipments, and on all fissile material rail shipments included in

the SMAC data base, indicate that the shipments are usually well

below legal limit values.

Several recommendations follow from the results of this study:

* Doses to maintenance workers who service multiple

shipments of legal limit shipments may approach annual limit

values. Consideration of this possiblity suggests that

special instructions requiring monitoring of repair

operations might be included with shipping papers.

* Doses from neutron exposures, both to railroad workers

and to the general public, should in general be given more

attention than has been the case. This conclusion follows

from the calculations of Parks8'9, the results of

calculations by German investigators10, the results of

performance tests on the Castor-V/21 spent fuel cask, and

the recent reconsideration of neutron dose conversion

factors that suggests that neutron exposure-to-dose

conversion factors should be increased by a factor of



two11'12. For unaged reactor fuels, consideration of

neutron exposures using revised dose-conversion factors

might increase calculated doses by about a factor of 2-4

over doses calculated on the basis of gamma exposures. In

response to the initial results of this study, DOE has made

neutron measurements on shipments containing aged fuels, and

has found that neutron exposures are well within regulatory

limits.

* Radiological survey monitoring of fissile and high-

level radioactive waste shipments appears to consist

primarily of alpha monitoring (smear samples) and gamma

radiation monitoring13'14. This practice is

appropriate for most shipments, but should probably be

supplemented by neutron exposure monitoring for some

shipments, including, most notably, spent fuels.

* A study similar to this should be undertaken to examine

the doses to repair and transport personnel who handle

fissile and high-level waste shipments that are routed by

truck.
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DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any or their
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the
United States Government or any agency thereof.


